68 mustang restomod

Designated trademarks and brands are the property of their respective owners. Use of this Web
site constitutes acceptance of the RacingJunk. Classifieds Muscle and Pony Cars. What is a
muscle car? Muscle cars are big, loud, American-made, two-door coupes with big, loud
powerful engines often a V-8 or larger like the following iconic versions: 1. Plymouth Barracuda
3. Chevrolet Nova 5. Oldsmobile 6. Plymouth Roadrunner 7. Ford Shelby Cobra Mustang 8.
Buick GSX The resulting vehicles were designed to burn out along a straight strip, to intimidate,
to roar. Muscle cars listed for sale on RacingJunk. Muscle cars are often daily drivers for those
looking to get their kicks on the morning commute, but are even more satisfying on the drive
from Christmas tree to finish line on a sleek, narrow straight. Or even better, on both, when
owners run their GTOs to the office Monday-Friday, then head to the drag strip on Saturday
morning. Featured Ads View All. Advanced Search. American Motors AMC. Borneman
Restorations and Hot Rods House Of Power Filter By:. Used New. Has photos. Sort By:. All Ads
Private Sellers Dealers. Complete stock rebuild less Chrysler's series cars were always an
inviting blend of sporty and luxurious, and by , the had grown into a genuine contender for the
top To view 22 more early access ads, please sign up for one of our select membership plans.
The 69 Mach 1 Mustang has to be one of the most attractive of all time in my opinion. In fact,
Mach 1 was the name given to the performance-oriented As the '70s went on and more and
more cars were adapting The first generation Challengers were built from through and were
intended to be the most potent pony car on the street. Even though it was Today, the car
remains in great driver quality condition, With all the merely "pleasant" Mustangs around, it's
nice to see one that walks with some swagger. Dig the stance, the slick silver paint and GR Auto
Gallery is pleased to present this custom-built track car Chevy Camaro for your consideration.
Owned and built by an obsessive engineer This Camaro ZL1 Convertible is So it only gets better
when you Page 1 of Go to Page:. Partners and Supporters - Support Local Racing. Partner up
with RacingJunk. You've read the car features and watched the YouTube videos, and the terms
"restomod" and " pro touring " keep popping up. These are car building styles that have a lot in
common, with many similar visual characteristics, but the terminology is normally not
interchangeable. Asking your local hot rod shop to turn your family heirloom into a pro touring
machine may result in a very different car than if you ask for a restomodâ€”and the bill at the
end of the day could look very different! Here, we'll definitively show you the difference between
a pro touring car and a restomod, give you a list of attributes to help you choose which one you
like best, and finally, show you a bunch of our favorite examples of restomod hot rods to drool
over! Pro touring, or restomod? While retaining the stock silhouette, it's all pro touring, with
every performance-related component upgraded. The word "restomod" is a combination of the
words "restoration" and "modified. The recipe for a restomod is more restoration than modified,
and those non-stock modifications are there strictly to help bring the vehicle up to or near the
driving standards of a showroom-fresh performance car. Let's say your powered Chevelle
originally stopped from 70 mph in feet with its original drum brakes, a pretty average or even
good number for Let's also say your daily-driven Camaro will stop from the same speed in just
feet. In one scenario, you may be driving your Chevelle on the highway one sunny afternoon
when the car in front makes a panic stop. If your Chevelle is restored to original specs, you may
well find yourself visiting a really expensive shop getting its front end repaired, or worse. This
Chevelle is a perfect example of a home-built restomod. The GM A-body is well supported in the
aftermarket with brakes, wheels, tires, suspension, and powertrain upgrades. It's got a
decidedly factory vintage vibe, but with modern capabilities. With a restomod, the goal is to
retain as much of the original look and feel of your classic, while upgrading its performance,
safety, and over-the-road performance economy, comfort, infotainment to new-car levels. If you
want to do some SCCA racing, the Optima Challenge , or hit the Goodguys autocross circuit, a
restomod isn't going to be enough to take home the trophy, but you'll still be able to have some
fun without worrying about wrecking your pride and joy. For the win, you'll need a pro touring
car. Making your classic machine safer to drive with more modern brakes, tires, chassis
components, and other safety gear like three-point seatbelts might seem like a no-brainer, so
why are traditional restorations so popular? For one thing, it's usually the least expensive way
to go for most popular cars where reproduction parts are readily available Camaro, Mustang,
Chevelle, Challenger, etc. Also, for many, owning a perfect example of an original ride that has
no modern upgrades is like stepping into a time machine. That's a huge reason to restore rather
than modify. The fan who is going more for nostalgia or collectability will choose the restoration
over the restomod and may even choose what's called a " day-two" look , a form of restoration
that allows modifications that would've been available at the time of manufacture. Day-two
restos are popular for the same reason showroom-fresh restorations are popular: they tug at
the heartstrings the way no restomod or pro touring machine could ever do! This Charger is
being built at The Roadster Shop and features many high-end pro touring upgrades. In fact,

almost nothing about this "Charger" is original to a Charger. Definitely not a restomod. At a
quick glance, a restomod might look like a pro touring car also known as a g-machine , but
there are some important differences. Where the restomod recipe was two parts restoration and
one part modification, the pro touring machine is one part restoration and two parts modified.
When deciphering or deciding between a restomod and a pro touring machine, the emphasis on
pro touring is the word "pro," which means a car that is purpose built for autocross or road
course competition, such as the Optima Ultimate Street Car Challenge. It also means the car is
built usually by a competition-oriented shop, since much of the chassis and suspension is
custom built for optimum geometry, on-track safety, and chassis stiffness. This means a pro
touring car has near zero compromising for street driving. Pro Touring cars are, by definition,
street-style cars, but they will behave and feel closer to race cars than a showroom-fresh
Camaro. The interior of a full-tilt pro touring machine. Note how every panel is being customized
and a form-fit rollcage has been fabricated for both driver protection and chassis stiffness.
When finished, it will be a no-compromise, track-ready machine. By comparison, this same-year
Dodge Charger interior is the one from our lead image car. As a restomod, it carries over the
bulk of the factory styling, with modest improvements to running gear like a full disc brake
conversion and overdrive. Going to the Chevelle example, a restomod version might have a
stock-style suspension with aftermarket control arms, while the pro touring machine would
typically have a completely redesigned perimeter-frame chassis, like those from Roadster Shop
or Schwartz Performance, to name two. That will certainly raise the budget, but it will also
provide a solid platform for the management of much higher power levels. Whether you're
interested in a total restoration or a full-tilt pro touring monster, you'll want to understand the
hierarchy of performance. A restoration is the process of returning a car to its as-born
configuration without any mods. Up from that is the day-two look, which encompasses simple
bolt-ons available at the time of original manufacture. At the restomod level, the UPS truck
starts bringing bigger boxes to the garage, with disc brakes, larger-diameter wheels and tires,
higher-output engines, stiffer suspensions, and overdrive transmissions. It proves that anything
can be turned into a restomodâ€”even a four-door luxury car. Close Ad. A restomod is typically
much more affordable than a pro touring machine. Can also be built in stages more easily. A
restomod has a brake package that's upgraded to modern passenger-car standards. A pro
touring machine will have race-caliber brakes. Both restomods and pro tourers have
larger-diameter wheels and tires, but a pro touring machine is more likely to sport a more
aggressive rubber compound and lighter, more costly wheels. A restomod will retain the stock
chassis and rely on simple suspension bolt-on parts that don't destroy or alter the factory
metal. A serious pro touring machine will have a ground-up chassis. The restomod is in the
sweet spot for enthusiasts because most vintage chassis types are well supported by the
aftermarket. A few choice bolt-ons can close 80 percent of the handling gap with a pro touring
car for about a third of the price. Since the goal of both restomods and pro touring cars is
ultimately to drive them on the street, an overdrive transmission is the key. A competitive pro
touring car will almost always have a manual transmission, though. As a mostly street-driven
vehicle, a restomod will only require the equipment mandated by the Fed in the year of
manufacture. A pro touring machine, however, may get significant use on track and other
high-speed venues, such as mile racing and open-road racing Pike's Peak, Silver State Classic,
Big Bend, etc. This will require significant safety upgrades in the form of rollbars or rollcages,
fire suppression systems, fire-resistant attire, helmet, and rollbar padding. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Marketplace Media Forums Earn Money. Marketplace New listings. Forums
New posts Featured threads Unanswered threads Search forums. Members Current visitors.
Media New media New comments Search media. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search
Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Featured threads. Unanswered threads. Search forums. Log in.
Install the app. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or
other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. Thread starter
Forddaily Start date Dec 4, Forddaily Well-known member Staff member. Shane Guest Guest.
Forddaily said:. This Mustang has undergone a complete and extensive Rotisserie Restoration
with a very high attention to detail that shows in every area of this Ford! The engine bay of this
Mustang is absolutely a showpiece! This 68" Mustang is an absolute blast to drive and you can
cruise this fastback around town or to your local car show with ease thanks to the equipped
Rack and Pinion Power Steering setup and Air Conditioning! View attachment The Interior of
this Mustang is immaculate and gorgeous. View attachment The underside of this 68'' Mustang
is just as gorgeous as the rest of the vehicle! Create an account or login to comment You must
be a member in order to leave a comment Create account Create an account on our community.
It's easy! Log in Already have an account? Log in here. Similar threads. Forddaily Dec 11, Ford

Daily Posts. Replies 0 Views 1K. Dec 11, Forddaily. Forddaily Aug 3, Ford Daily Posts. Replies 0
Views Aug 3, Forddaily. Forddaily Jan 19, Ford Daily Posts. Jan 19, Forddaily. Forddaily Nov 18,
Ford Daily Posts. Nov 18, Forddaily. Please call us at Immediately making a statement in the
automotive sports car world. Becoming the benchmark for what a sports car can be, and the
flagship vehicle for Ford moving forward. See for yourself! Dramatic classic! Fascinating
classic! Remarkable classic! Marvelous classic! Spectacular classic! Magnificent classic!
Shocking classic! Find out why collectors and enthusiasts around the world visit Gateway
Classic Cars. We can help you get you behind the wheel of the car of your dreams dreamsdriven. Our cars range from spectacular vintage rides from the dawn of the automobile
industry to the pure, unbridled power of American made muscle cars. Every one of our cars has
a story and now is the perfect time to write your own chapter. Please enjoy viewing our cars
below and let us know we can help you. O'Fallon, IL. Showroom Inventory All Showrooms.
Atlanta Chicago. Dallas Denver. Detroit Ft. Houston Indianapolis. Kansas City Las Vegas.
Louisville Milwaukee. Nashville Orlando. Philadelphia Scottsdale. Louis Tampa. New Arrivals All
Showrooms. Recently Sold All Showrooms. My Recently Viewed. Contact A Showroom All
Showrooms. Things To Do Atlanta Chicago. Meet Our Staff Company Videos. Reviews Press
Releases. About Us. Partners Privacy Statement. Sellers Login My Vehicles. Our vehicles were
viewed 9,, times in Jan Previous Next. Oklahoma-based Classic Recreations just introduced a
sinister restomod based on the Ford Mustang, and its name, appropriately enough, is Villain.
Starting with a '67 or '68 Mustang fastback, Classic Recreations transforms the body with cool
fiberglass accents including a dual scoop hood, a larger side scoop, deleted fastback windows,
a cool duck tail spoiler and wider fenders. Those fender extensions are necessary to
accommodate the massive Forgeline 18x9. Backing up its mean, menacing looks, this '68
Mustang is rocking a Ford Racing 5. A Tremec six-speed manual transmission sends power to
the rear wheels through nine-inch rear end with 3. To handle all this power, the engine gets an
upgraded cooling system with aluminum radiator and dual cooling fans, and the chassis has
been strengthened with subframe connectors. To ensure this car handles as good as it looks,
Villain has coil-over shocks at all four corners with a four-link rear axle, and he brakes consist
of six-piston Wilwood calipers with massive slotted and cross-drilled inch rotors. Inside, this
Mustang gets sport bucket seats, five-point harnesses, custom gauges, Sparco steering wheel,
modern air conditioning, six-point roll bar and a JVC Bluetooth audio system. The trunk is clean
and finished as well, and that's where you'll find the relocated battery and the Kicker stereo
amp. All in, this Ford Mustang Fastback is one mean-looking restomod, and it's sure to get
attention wherever it goes. Announcing Online Auctions! Rare classic and collector cars vetted
by our dealer network. Click here to bid now. Read Buy Sell Auctions. Home News Classics. By
Jeffrey N. Ross Jan 08, Shop Classics. If you're sick of Eleanor knock-offs, then you'll love this
villainous Mustang. View in gallery. Related Articles Related articles. Authentic Trans Am Super
Duty cars are not as easy to come by as By Elizabeth Puckett Feb 14, Shop Muscle. By Steven
Symes Feb 14, Shop Luxury. Everyone seems to have their own idea of what const Shop Sports.
June 2, is a day which rocked the jo Show Me More. Get the latest updates on motorious. Speed
Digital. The sheet-metal that your suspension components and engine are mounted to begins to
flex dramatically once you add more horsepower, higher spring-rates, better brakes, and better
tires! With our G-Machine Chassis, your engine, rear-end, steering and suspension are isolated
from the body. The G-Machine Chassis becomes the main support for your car and the uni-body
structure simply becomes added support, helping to tie together the G-Machine Chassis. Our
13" Wilwood kit is great for daily drivers and the occasional autocrosser or road racer. These
require at least a 17" diameter wheel, though some 16" fit. If you are running smaller wheels,
contact us, we can help. Step up to the inch Baer 6P Pro-Plus and get a brake system that will
suit whatever you want to do. We race our Tempest often with this brake setup. The baddest kit
is the Baer 6S, which is a one-piece forged caliper. This brake kit suits the hardcore roadracer,
but does not sacrifice street driving. The 14" brakes require a 18" diameter wheel, however.
Additionally, the Baer calipers are available in many colors, while Wilwoods are available only in
black and red. We use RideTech coilovers as standard on our chassis systems. The two options
we offer are single-adjustable and triple-adjustable. Single adjustable coilovers offer 24 "clicks"
of adjustment for damping, as well as ride height adjustment. Triple adjustable coilovers offer
the same damping adjustment as the singles with the addition of high and low speed
compression adjustments, and a remote reservoir. These allow you to fine-tune your
suspension for a specific type of driving. Our standard axle is a Moser full-floating 9" style
housing, with spline axles. We have tested this rear end up to hp street cars with no issues.
Contact us for higher HP, or if you'll be drag racing it often on slicks with over hp. Don't know
what a full-floater is? This is recommended for up to hp. The Ford 9" comes with a clutch-type
posi. Our first option is just that, with a cast-iron center section. If you have less than hp and

won't be racing the car often, this is just fine for you. The Detroit TrueTrac differential is a
helical-gear type posi, which holds up to more power than the clutch posi, lasts longer no
wearable parts , and is quiet enough for street cars. Their aluminum case also holds up to
higher horsepower, and is much lighter than iron cases. Shipping: For an assembled frame, we
use an enclosed car transporter. If you don't want the frame assembled, we'll ship it truck
freight in a crate. There is a crating fee which will be determined upon ordering. Pricing below is
only for reference! Please CALL to order. Back to Ford Chassis. Your Mustang's uni-body
construction is inherently weak. Our G-Machine Chassis isn't. Installation is simple. You are not
required to cut your floor-pan The only required cutting is of minor brackets, front frame-rails
and front shock towersâ€”creating a "clean" engine bay Some cutting may be required above
the rear axle on the factory shock mount area The only required welding is of four mounting
plates onto the toe-board and under the floorpan The only required drilling is of two bolt-holes
in the factory rear frame rails Want wider tires? Our Mustang G-Machine Chassis allow fitment
of up to mm-wide rear tires if you minitub the wheel wells The Possibly a depending on how the
minitub is installed. The Moser full-floating 9" is narrowed to 56" hub-to-hub to allow a deeper
dish on the rear wheels. Brakes: Our 13" Wilwood kit is great for daily drivers and the
occasional autocrosser or road racer. Coilover shocks: We use RideTech coilovers as standard
on our chassis systems. Rear end housing: Our standard axle is a Moser full-floating 9" style
housing, with spline axles. Modular Ford 4. First Last. Step 1: Get the seats out of the car with 4
nuts from the underside of the car that hold the seat tracks in place. Once the seat is out slide
the seat track in order to reveal the 4 philips screws holding the track to the frame. Most likely
the tracks need a little work to make them work smooth again which I will address in a seperate
article. Step2: Take off all the trim, vinyl, and foam. Everything is held together with hog rings
and with some persuasion with pliers it can all be removed. Be patient, it takes a while to get it
all off. Dont get overexcited and break something that you might need later. Once it is cleaned
up inspect it to make sure the frame and springs are not damaged. Step 3: In my case the frame
and springs were solid. This is the seat back so it has the lever to fold the seat forward for rear
access. This was not working and I could not fold the seat forward. I traced the problem to the
link rod that had fallen out. Simply slipping this back into place and putting a collar onto it had
everything back into working order. I used a wheel collar which is commonly found at hobby
shops. I put a red circle around the link rod that had fallen out of place for clarity. Here is the
vinyl that i am using as seen from the backside. I am using the sport seat foam and vinyl from
TMI which I have found to be of excellent quality. They don't seem to stock anything and make
everything to order. So plan ahead and order it weeks before you really need it. You can see the
pocket for the listing wire. The listing wire is a coat hanger style wire that slips into pockets in
the vinyl to help hold it in place. It will become more clear as we move along. In my case I
re-used the wire from the original seat cover, but a coat hanger would work just as well if you
mangled the original. Above is a picture of the tools of the trade. The hog ring pliers and a
couple hog rings. Hog rings are just a loop of hard wire and the pliers help to bend it into shape
once they are in place. Step 4: The foam has a wire in it that matches the shape of the listing
wire in the vinyl. Before you start stretching the vinyl you need to use hog rings to connect the
listing wire section to the wire in the foam. This helps to give a defined shape to the cushion so
don't skip this step! You can see I have pulled back the vinyl so I can see the listing wire and
run the hog ring through the wire in the foam and the listing wire. Once you have all of the hog
rings in place you are ready to start streeeetching vinyl. It takes about 10 rings total. Step 5:
Your vinyl should now be firmly attached to the foam. Take this and place it squarely over the
frame. Start at the top corners and stretch the vinyl over. Once you do this you likely got the
foam out of place in relation to the frame. Spend the time to get this squared back up or it will
look lopsided when you are done. For me this is always one of the hardest parts and takes a lot
of muscle to get it back into place. A lot of pulling and slapping the vinyl are the best ways to
get this done. Step 6: Time to start pulling the vinyl into place and getting putting on some hog
rings on. Its important that you don't just start pulling the vinyl till its tight and secure it in
place. This is sure to give a tight looking seat but it will be all out of alignment. Ask me how I
know this Check all around the seat and make sure the piping and seams are all even. If not get
it straight before you start putting on hog rings. I start at the top middle and pull this good and
tight. If don't fold it over your likely to just pull through when you stretch it. Shows the vinyl
being folded over so you have more meat to stretch it. Step 7: After the top is secured I move to
the bottom and get that stretched. All the while making sure the seams are staying even. Then
move on to the sides. If at any point you dont like what you see just remove some hog rings and
reposition things. Here is the finished driver side back. I am happy with the results and you can
see how much thicker the side bolsters are than original. That is what I really love about these
TMI sport seats. They look original and use the factory frame but give a LOT more support than

the original. I have been very happy with the product and would not hesitate to recommend
them to anyone. This is the old bezel and the finished product. I didn't take any progress photos
since it is very straight forward. The only trick is to make sure you take ALL the light buckets
and transfer them over. Its hard to get a good picture with the lens and chrome wanting to
reflect the light. But here is a close up of the finished product. Very nice!! The brackets are bare
steel and I painted them chassis black ahead of time. The large plate mounts the to spindle face
with the bolt heads on the wheel side and the nuts on the back. Bolts go into the spindle first,
then into the bracket. Since it was already apart I also replaced the bearings and races. Using a
screwdriver and hammer I worked around the back side of the race to knock them out. To install
the new races I took the old races and ground the sides down so they slid back in easily. Then I
put the new race in place with a plate of steel on top. I hammered the steel until it was flush with
the hub but this is not fully seated. I then used the old race that had been ground down on the
sides as a fixture to finish hammering and seating the race. Pack the new bearings with disc
grease and mount the hub. Adjust bearings and check for rotor trueness. Step 9: Install the
caliper onto the front of the bracket wheel side using 2 12mm x 30mm hardened steel bolts.
Blue Loctite or equivalent thread lock compound is recommended Step Connect brake hose to
the caliper. Hose mounts to caliper with hose pointing up, with banjo bolt and two copper
washers, one under the bolt head and one between the hose end block and caliper. The Cobra
caliper requires the coarse thread banjo bolt. This is not my car but it is what I hope to have
when I am done. Wednesday, November 10, upholster a seat. I have read all the articles on the
web that I could find about upholstery. They always seem to take the seat to an accomplished
upholstery shop and then take pics as they do the work. This is great, but some of the little
tricks they know are lost in translation since they do it on a daily basis and don't remember the
rest of us don't know these things. One article I found had a professional using steam to help
manipulate the vinyl. I am sure that works great but this is supposed to be a DIY project and
who has a steam setup? So here is a step by step from a non-professional who learned by trial
and error. Hopefully this shows a few things that the other articles have missed and it helps
encourage to give it a try yourself. Posted by ponyexpress at AM 1 comment:. Refurbish a
guage cluster. The first thing I decided to restore was the gauge cluster. Although I have
absolutely no need for it anytime soon it is something I can work on quietly at night without
disturbing the rest of the family. The primary issue was looks since as far as I know the gauges
work. The wiring harness and actual gauges remained in place. The process was pretty straight
forward but I did make a few modifications. About a dozen screws on the back hold the bezel to
the metal frame which should be removed for servicing. This would be a good time to replace
any dead bulbs as well. If you want to be super cool you can buy colored LED bulbs that replace
the stock bulbs so you can change the color to anything you want. You can get those from I am
OK with the green so I left it stock. With the bezel off you have access to the lenses which are
likely in rough shape like mine. The small center gauge was a blank plate on mine which was a
space reserved for an optional clock. This was a very rare option so most people will find it with
a blank plate like mine. I used this empty slot to add a tach since I plan to change the
transmission to manual. The tach is a direct bolt in made by RetroTach and is available in or
RPM with white or black face. I bought mine in the 8k white face. I added the white face overlay
to all the gauges made by Scott Drake to modernize the look. Just be careful of the very fragile
needles as you apply to overlay. Next I masked off under the needles using a piece of paper and
VERY carefully re-painted them florescent orange. They had all faded some and this helped
brighten them up and give a fresh look. It might seem like a silly detail but I think it helped and
makes the whole thing look more professional. I used a small jar of paint meant for model
building found at my local hobby shop. I changed the front bezel since what I had was beyond
repair and the repro is very nice. My last little snag was the wiper switch which is chrome. It was
not looking very good and had moderate pitting. A little steel wool cleaned most of this up and it
looks great. Finally screw the new bezel back into place making sure to transfer all the plastic
light buckets. The last thing I did was roll back the odometer to zero which I will show how to do
in a separate section. I did it because the actual mileage on the car is unknown as stated on the
title, and because I prefer to have the odometer show zero after a complete rebuild. It is not
illegal if the title shows that the actual mileage is unknown. This is however HIGHLY illegal if
you represent a specific mileage on the title or in any way represent a specific mileage to a
buyer. Since the odometer only represents 5 digits it can only go to 99, miles before it rolls over
to zero on its own. My car showed 86, miles and no one knew if this was 86,, ,, or , miles which
is a common issue on these old cars. So long as you never misrepresent what you have there is
nothing illegal about changing the odometer. Posted by ponyexpress at AM No comments:.
Rear end rebuild. My '68 Mustang fastback came with a fairly typical 8" open rear end with 2.
Most people pitch the 8" and upgrade to the now famous 9" Ford rear end due to its strength.

My expected flywheel horse power is and I don't plan to drag race it so I think the 8" will be fine.
However, it needs a fair amount of work before I can get put it back in the car. The stock drum
brakes don't fit with my restomod theme so they got replaced in favor of Mustang Cobra The
conversion kit from Mustang Steve was used to adapt the Cobra calipers. The 2. The housing
got a thorough cleaning and a fresh coat of paint. New brake line will need to be plumbed but I
will get to that. Tips on buying a Mustang. Owning a Mustang can be a very rewarding hobby.
You can enjoy the cruise in's , the track, taking an evening drive with the family, or just
spending time in the workshop. This is something you can enjoy with the family, particularly
your children who will never forget working on the Mustang when they were younger. As with
any hobby if you just jump right in without a little knowledge you will likely buy the wrong thing
and find yourself moving on to other hobbies. Mustangs do take a fair bit of time, Patience , and
money so be prepared. Take your time to know what you are buying, don't let the moment
sweep you off your feet and purchase something you might regret. Mustangs are great cars and
many are still available in good condition for reasonable prices. With a little knowledge you can
quickly weed out the garbage from the good deals and get started in this wonderful hobby.
What made these cars so popular was the unique design, affordable price, and options normally
only found on higher priced cars. Things like bucket seats and floor mounted shifter were not
common at the time with most cars featuring column mounted shifters and a bench seat. Not
that long ago the VIN was a complete mystery but these days it is super easy to decode and
know what it was original equipped with. For example you would be able to quickly identify a
rare big block optioned car vs a more mundane inline six. Assuming the door tag is still there
and the door is original you can also get some additional details like interior color and trim from
this If you want more information about your car you can purchase what has become known as
a Marti report. A wealth of really fascinating information is available and I would highly
recommend getting this report. The down side to a Marti report is that it's not free so you cant
just get the info for any potential car ahead of time. The door tag found on the drivers door
middle pic decodes as an original Highland green, standard black interior, C4 3 speed automatic
trans, and 2. The right pic is part of the Marti report. Knowing the Years: This list of tips is really
geared towards the What the heck is a Mustangs began production in , however they were all
titled and sold as models. As Ford streamlined the production process small changes were
made from to so with a little investigation you can identify a model that was built in The fact that
it was built earlier can in some cases make the car more valuable. These early production cars
are known to collectors as The model stayed the same with minor trim changes through the
model year. Virtually all parts from The Mustang came with an I6 baseline engine and a three
speed manual transmission with 3 flavors of V8 as options. The I6 and standard options are
much more common place and quite easy to find. It was built as a coupe, fastback, and
convertible, the coupe was by far built in the largest numbers with the fastback and convertible
having been built in much smaller quantities. A 4 speed manual, 3 speed automatic, power
steering, front disc brakes, and power brakes were some of the more common options you will
find. The "options" list was a mile long and you could really personalize these cars. A remodel
came in and the car looks very similar to the previous year but it got a larger grill, wider stance,
and more engine bay room for larger engines. The Is it Rare? In general the value is higher for
fastbacks and convertibles with coupes being much more common and less expensive. The
Inline six is less desirable than a V8 and the big blocks will bring a higher price than a more
common or Of course there are exceptions to this and there are rare and collectible six cylinder
cars. However with the ease that people can decode VIN's and door tags it is very unlikely that
you would stumble onto one of these treasures without the owner already knowing the value.
The car that I have highlighted on this web page is worth more because it is a fastback but other
than that it is nothing special or rare. If you do decide to go after a more collecible car make
sure the numbers match. What numbers you ask? Almost every significant part of the car is
cast or stamped with part numbers that can date code it. If you are looking at a '65 fastback with
an engine that date codes to '71 then you know it can't be correct and it lose some value. My
personal opinion is that collectibility doesnt matter, buy something that you like and build it
how you want. I get more staisfaction from knowing I built it the way I want it then knowing the
numbers match. YIKES its rusty!!! Rust is a HUGE problem with these cars and it can be hard to
deal with. It's like a cancer that once started its tough to stop and it seems to infect all parts of
the car. Unless your buying a car that spent most of its time in a dry climate like Arizona or
California you are not likely to find a rust free car. When you do find a rust free car rest assured
that the price will reflect that. Its up to you to decide what is worth more, your money for a good
car or your time invested in fixing one. I personally enjoy working on my car so I bought a rust
bucket that no one else was likely to put the effort into fixing. Over the years leaves and debri
get into the vent holes and get stuck in there clogging the drain. When it rains the water cant

drain and everything rust out. There are a few "patch" kits available but they are temparary fixes
so I wont discuss them. The real fix is to take the top half of the section off which requires
removing the windshield and drilling out or so spot welds. The process is labor intensive so try
to get one with a good cowl. How can you check? Once the cowl vents rust water leaks into the
toe boards in the cabin. So check the floorboards for serious problems, especially near the
front. Surface rust is normal and not a problem to deal with, you are looking for holes and deep
rust in large areas. This is another area that the parts are cheap but it requires a lot of time to
fix. Plenty of coupes are still running around that are largely rust free for reasonable prices. But
it still does have frame rails and they can rust and they can present a huge structural problem if
rusted. The torque boxes which are right under the floor are prone to rust if the floor rusted
from the leaking cowl vent. The rear frame rail is prone to rust where the rear shackle is bolted
in place. The other place prone to rust on the frame is right under the upper control arm. They
make sheetmetal patches, skins, and even full quarters to fix this problem. This issue is less
serious than the others but it does take time and money to fix it so beware of it. The trunk floors
support the gas tank and the rear part of the suspension so this is not just cosmetic. Again,
surface rust is normal and nothing to sweat. However, this is more likly a result of unsealed
batteries leaking onto the tray over the years. I certainly would not pass on any Mustang
because of this but be aware that this area will need some attention. Buy what you want: What I
mean by this is dont buy an automatic transmission car if you really want a manual. Its true that
its really not that hard to swap but by the time you get all the little parts its a lot of time and
money. Same with the engine, dont buy an inline 6 if you want a V8. The I6 used a 4 lug wheel
and all V8 models used a 5 lug wheel which makes it very easy to identify them at a glance.
There is nothing wrong with a good inline six and many people enjoy these cars immensly. But
if you want a V8 just buy a V8 car. Many articles are written about swapping engines which is
very easy. But then you also need a stiffer suspension and other small parts that complicate
things. The 7. So again, try to buy what you want. Ford made millions of these cars so be patient
and you will find what you really want. Cost of Restoration: Many people buy a cheap project
car, get the car stripped down to the frame with intentions of a complete restoration and then
realize the true costs. I have also seen projects that start off with intentions of mildly upgrading
the car and next thing you know they are adding all kinds of expensive parts and the budget is
out the door. This is a sure fire way to never finish. Before you buy make sure you have clear
intentions on what you plan to build. A nice driver, concours correct, a full blown race car or
something in between. Stick to the plan and make a budget for completing the project before
you buy. Its easy to look at a project and think "oh I can fix that up cheap". All the little parts
add up shockingly fast! You might realize that a more complete or better condition Mustang is
actually cheaper even if it means a higher up front cost. Cobra brakes on a vintage Mustang. My
quest for stopping power began after I owned a '65 Mustang coupe that was just downright
scary in terms of stopping power. I loved that car but coming to a stop was an event that
required some planning. This prompted me to make brakes a priority on this car and I didn't
want anything but the best. After months of reading reviews and looking at the various
solutions I decided that I could build my own high quality setup for about half the price of one
big name kits. Using Granada disc brakes from a bone yard is also a popular and economical
choice but my conclusion was that this would not deliver the performance I was looking for.
Instead I chose to use the Cobra brackets from The downside is that you have to source all the
parts yourself and its not a quick and easy bolt on solution. It does require some fabrication,
but its not beyond what most people are capable of. I chose to use the anniversary Mustang
Cobra brakes for both the front and rear which look very sharp in powdercoat red. Mustang
Steve just sells the conversion brackets so you are on your own to source the rotors, calipers,
hoses, etc. He does provide a shopping list and after 30 minutes on ebaymotors I had pretty
much everything sourced for reasonable prices. The only modification I made is the use of '70
spindles and hubs instead of my stock '68 setup. When I tore my car down I found that my
spindles had grooving where the bearings ride which dictated new spindles. I found a good deal
on a set of '70 Mustang spindles which are stronger than '68 so I went with those. It is important
to note that this brake swap does NOT change the vehicle track width, but you will need at least
a 17" wheel to clear the caliper. Vintage style wheels will work or with a spacer modern wheels
can be used. That price includes the brackets, rotors, calipers, and braided stainless steel brake
lines for the front. It does not include a new master cylinder, or the spindles since most people
will be able to reuse the existing spindle. The master cylinder will have to be replaced since the
drum brake master has a residual pressure valve in it that is not compatible with discs. At the
moment I am thinking to use a Mustang V6 master but have not made a final decision yet.
Mustang Steve is also a VERY valuable resource and he generously donates his time to
answering questions on his forum its worth your time to check it out Unfortunately the

directions that come with the kit are not very good. In my case they were meant for an old
bracket he doesn't sell anymore and with no pictures it took a little trial and error to figure it out.
Here are the conversion brackets for the front as they arrived from Remove 4 bolts holding
backing plate to spindle. Disconnect rubber brake hose from steel line and frame bracket.
Remove backing plate and hose. Step 2: Place drum, open side down, in a press and place a
plate across the outer bearing retainer part of the hub and press the hub out of the drum. Retain
hub with studs intact. As you can see my spindle and hub needed a LOT of cleaning! Before I
did anything else I scraped off the grime and then wire brushed the surface rust. A little brake
cleaner and wipe down followed by rust converter paint from Step 3: With a file, remove any
remaining swedged pieces from the studs. The swedges were there to retain the drum at the
assembly line. Step 4: If using plated rotors, remove any plating from the ID of the 5 holes in the
rotor. This can be done with a small round file. Do not remove any rotor material. This is so the
rotor can be pressed onto the studs smoothly. Different rotor manufacturers use different
dimensions. If this is not checked, and the hub us too large to fit flat against the back of the
rotor, you will never get the rotor pressed onto the studs properly. If the hub is too large, the OD
must be reduced on a lathe or using a hand grinder so it fits into the rotor. Using a grinder is
OK, and there will not be balance issues if not perfectly round. Hubs on 6 cylinder cars were
actually asymmetrical, and even the V8 rotors have a big notch on one side, so balance is not
an issue when that close to the center of the wheel. Step 6: Place rotor on the hub, and use a
press to push the hub studs into the rotor. This will be a very close tolerance fit. It is possible,
but not advisable, to pull the rotor onto the hub using the lug nuts. This method puts undue
stress on the threads and is prone to warping the rotor. Using the press, be sure all the studs
are totally seated on the back side of the hub. Temporarily secure the rotor to the hub using two
or three lug nuts. This will keep you from jarring the rotor loose from the studs while mounting
it. Friday, October 9, Electrolysis for rust repair. A before and after of my hood hinges using
electrolysis. The hinge on the right is painted but it still gives a good idea. Ever heard of
electrolysis as a way to remove rust? Me either until recently Its super simple and the most
effective way to remove rust I have seen so far. The down side is that it is much easier for small
parts than large pieces. My project fits in to the Rustang category so rust is the hardest battle I
have on this car. Here is how it works: Take a plastic bucket and fill it with water high enough to
completely submerge your rusty part. Its important to note that the bucket must be plastic and
not metal. You then want to put in about 1 cup of washing soda per gallon of water. It is similar
to baking soda and you can find it at your local grocery store, usually tucked away in an
obscure corner. You next want to hang your part in water without letting it touch the bottom.
Using a piece of wood over the top of the bucket with string suspended from that works fine.
Now you need a sacraficial anaode. In my case I used rebar because it is cheap, easy, and very
effective. Cut your rebar so that it is about 6" taller than your bucket and submerge it on the
side of the bucket. You need to make sure it does not touch the suspended rusty part so I use a
small clamp to keep it pressed on the side and cant move. Take a 12V battery charger and
connect the negative side to the rusty part. Yes, that,s right you want to put the negative
terminal under the water connected to the rusty part. Make sure the metal part does not touch
the rebar and then connect the positive side to the rebar and plug it in. I am using a 12V charger
set on 2amps and it works fine. Once its all setup plug it in you will start to see small bubbles
starting to form. These bubbles are hydrogen so you want to do this in a well ventilated area. I
don't want to scare anyone since the amount of hydrogen being let off is very small but better
safe than sorry. The process will turn the rust into Iron oxide with will remain as black sludge on
the part which can just be wiped off. The process takes at least a few hours and could be many
more depending on the size of the part, the number of sacraficial anodes, the amps, and degree
of rust. It's important to note that this is a line of site process so if the rust is behind the rebar
you wont see any benefit on that side. As a result most people add additional pieces of rebar
around the bucket and connect them by wrapping copper wire from one to the next. Or you can
be paitent and rotate your part every couple of hours. Just make sure that you don't touch
anything while the charger is turned on. Its also important to note that you can NOT reverse the
leads. If you put the positive side on the rusty part it will make it more rusty, so be careful! The
actual metal will remain completely untouched so don't worry about leaving it in to long. The
only downside is it hard to find a bucket or bath big enough for larger pieces. I have included a
couple of pics of my setup below. Posted by ponyexpress at PM 2 comments:. Friday, June 19,
Gauge Cluster. Like everything else with this car the gauge cluster was in bad shape. All the
chrome had been sanded off and was brush painted black. Of course it was done badly and the
black had mostly flaked off so it looked aweful. Its available in either white or black faces with
either 6k or 8k limits. I got the white face 8k version from mustangs unlimited and it dropped in
every bit as easy as they said it would. I decided I like the the white gauge faces and I found the

Scott Drake white faces that stick onto the orignal faces. They were a little pricey for what they
are but they are good quality and look fantastic when applied. The orignal wiper switch was
retained but looked pretty bad. I tried finding a replacement but was unable to. I found As a final
touch I painted the needles with some neon orange paint from the local hobby shop. The final
product looks awesome and its one more small thing I can check off my list. Here is an after pic
which doesnt really do it justice. Posted by ponyexpress at PM No comments:. Older Posts
Home. Subscribe to: Posts Atom. Check out this absolutely stunning Ford Mustang Fastback
Restomod! This Mustang has undergone a complete and extensive Rotisserie Restoration with
a very high attention to detail that shows in every area of this Ford! The engine bay of this
Mustang is absolutely a showpiece! This 68" Mustang is an absolute blast to drive and you can
cruise this fastback around town or to your local car show with ease thanks to the equipped
Rack and Pinion Power Steering setup and Air Conditioning! The Interior of this Mustang is
immaculate and gorgeous. The underside of this 68'' Mustang is just as gorgeous as the rest of
the vehicle! Overall, this Ford Mustang Fastback is an absolutely gorgeous car all around! The
fit and finish of this Mustang is top notch! You can take this Mustang to any show and it will
draw a crowd! Any collector or enthusiast would love to own this Ford so call us today before
it's gone! Call us today and let VMS park your dream in your driveway! Go to Vanguard Motor
Sales has a fast and competitive financing process that helps you get you into the classic car of
your dreams! Send an email to our team using the form below and a staff member will contact
you as soon as possible. Ask A Question. Drivetrain Engine Type:. Plymouth MI, Rotisserie
Build! Call Tom 7 days a week! Swipe on image to see more. Call Us Message Us. Engine Size.
Transmission Type. More Details. Learn More. Watch Our About Us Video. Like What You See?
Message Us Send an email to our team using the form below and a staff member will contact
you as soon as possible. Last name. Sign Up for Newsletter. Your form has been successfully
submitted! We will get back to you soon. Also For Sale. Sedan Delivery Street Rod. Stock :
Frame Off Build! Mustang Convertible. Matching, ci V8, C4 Automatic. Mustang Fastback
Restomod. Stock : Rotisserie Build! Stock : Fastback Restomod! Ford 5. All Rights Reserved.
Powered By SpeedDigital. Set an alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of
Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Featured Private Seller. Originally built as an
Completely rebuilt Mustang Convertible. New floors, new inner rockers, new exterior sh
Dealership Showcased. Price Listed in USD The Ford Mustang California Special tribute delivers
the look of one of the rarest and sportie C4 automatic This stunning Auction Vehicle. Contact
Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished
exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8 mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is
finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl
front buckets are separated by a custom center console and floor-mounted shifter and
amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers, and an amplifier. Additional
equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and new Michelin tires over Cragar
SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in the name of the seller. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and
accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided by a 3. Interior features include
Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width Continental tires are found at all
four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter, miscellaneous parts, a battery
tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced in , this roadster is offered
with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the seller's name. Power is provided
by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate control, heated and cooled
seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels, traction control, and much
more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been started and moved every
two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all three keys, all original
purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho title. Sign up for our daily
newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our
Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All
other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious
accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie
Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought
to you by ClassicCars. We will notify you of any important changes or activity on your favorite
listings. You can opt-out any time from the My Account page. Designated trademarks and
brands are the property of their respective owners. Use of this Web site constitutes acceptance
of the RacingJunk. Previous Ad Next Ad. Listed By streetsidenc. Show phone number Contact.

Private Seller - streetsidenc. Get Push Notifications for Favorite Listings We will notify you of
any important changes or activity on your favorite listings. This Ford Mustang GT Restomod
Fastback has enough sleek metallic gray paint to make some people turn their heads in awe.
After all, it's done as a tribute to some legendary Shelby machines, and with a supercharged V8
and a six-speed, it can blow them away on the street or track. The extra-sleek Pepper Gray with
full racing stripes on top instantly catches everyone's eye. But it's only the beginning of this
GT's allure, because the customization is apparent from every angle. It's up front with the dual
billet grilles that make way for a new front bumper and racing lights. And speaking of lights, this
also gets a custom set of fog lights mounted in a specially built front panel. The hood pins look
like they were necessary to tame this beastly bulging hood and we'll tell you exactly why they're
needed a little later. This style GT tribute is all about adding modern supercar-like sleekness to
a coveted classic. You see this in details, like how the custom bodykit integrates the side
exhaust, and the rear panel and bumper are color matched to fully surround the special
Shelby-style taillights. Plus, those classic Halibrand-style wheels are a larger inch size so that
you can fit modern performance tires. The black stripes outside get you ready for the black
interior. You have an awesome custom setup with high-back bucket seats finished in a supple
leather. There's also a custom cup holder center console in-between. And Shelby's coiled snake
is embossed on the headrests and armrest. The door cards, carpeting, and headliner all
continue this dark attitude. And with the exterior gray returning to accent the metal parts of the
doors and dash, you have the look inside and out of a thoughtful total build. Of course, a proper
Shelby-style car knows how to speak directly to the driver. That's why you have a three-spoke
sports steering wheel on a tilt column, Cobra-style metal pedals, and a Hurst shifter. The engine
bay is going to draw crowds all on its own. After all, we all expect a legendary Ford V8 under the
hood, but never one as young as this. Y
2002 honda civic headlight assembly
1998 isuzu rodeo engine
1985 yamaha qt50
ou're looking at a fuel-injected 4. And with a supercharger on top, this one gives you the kind of
awesome power of the Terminator SVT Cobras. The Tremec six-speed manual transmission was
built to handle all this power while giving you firm control. It feeds a stout Ford 9-inch rear end.
Plus, four-wheel power disc brakes, power steering, and grippy ZR-rated tires are all there for
good all-around control. It's hard not to get excited about a supercharged Shelby tribute like
this So you know you can't miss a complete package like this. Call now! Phone Number. Helena
St. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy Policy. I can withdraw my consent at
any time by unsubscribing. Go to Seller's RacingJunk Store. No Achievements Yet. Posted in
Classifieds. Find your insurance rate with Grundy. Ship your purchase with Thrifty Auto
Shipping. Find nearby storage with SpareFoot Storage. Similar Classifieds. Partners and
Supporters - Support Local Racing. Partner up with RacingJunk.

